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Serving more than 16 million clients in seven 
countries
Founded in 1819 as the first Austrian savings bank, Erste Group has grown through 
numerous acquisitions – expanding its retail business into Central and Eastern Europe. 
Now it is one of the largest financial services providers in the region, with more than 
2,300 branches. To harmonize processes and data across group operations, Erste Group 
embarked on a digital transformation program. Starting in Austria and Romania, with plans 
to complete a global rollout within the next two years, Erste Group is standardizing 
operations for financials, procurement, and reporting with a unified, intelligent ERP 
platform.

How Can Standardized Processes 
and Faster Insights Harmonize 
Global Banking Operations?



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Harmonize core finance processes across group companies
• Clean up data and standardize highly customized system operations
• Simplify procurement processes and system architecture

Why SAP
• Ability to unify group processes and data on a single platform with SAP S/4HANA®

• Intelligent technologies, such as machine learning and robotic process automation, for more effective 
and efficient processes and reporting on live data 

• SAP S/4HANA solution for financial products subledger – a complete posting engine for complex loans
• Simple, self-service reporting capabilities using SAP Fiori® apps
• Data integration, transformation, and consolidation using the SAP Business Warehouse application
• Budgeting and forecasting with the SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (SAP BPC) application

After: Value-Driven Results
• Faster monthly, quarterly, and end-of-year closing cycles
• Faster reporting – with some reports running 10 times faster than before
• Embedded data warehousing, greatly reducing reconciliation efforts and accelerating reporting
• Database size reduced by 80%
• More-efficient invoicing processes
• Better user experience that empowers business users and makes them less reliant on IT 
• Decoupling of accounting and core banking to be better-prepared for ever-changing regulations

Increasing Process Efficiency and Reporting Speed with 
SAP S/4HANA®

“SAP S/4HANA is helping us harmonize core 
financials on a single platform. Not only will this 
standardize our operations, but it will give us a 
better overview of performance across the group.”
Herbert Fuchs, Head of SAP Applications, Erste Group

Erste Group
Vienna, Austria
www.erstegroup.com

Industry
Banking

Employees
47,230

Total Assets
€248 billion

Products and Services
Retail and commercial banking 
and financial services

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA 
for financial products subledger, 
SAP Fiori, SAP Business 
Warehouse, and SAP BPC

10%
Less effort for financial 
closing

30%
More-efficient finance and 
procurement reporting

Less effort expected for 
maintenance and operations

Reduction in audit 
preparation efforts 
expected

50% 30%

Facts and Figures
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http://www.erstegroup.com/
https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/legal/terms-of-use.html
http://www.erstegroup.com/
https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/legal/terms-of-use.html


A longtime user of the SAP® ERP application, Erste Group saw an opportunity to 
harmonize core financials, streamline procurement, and improve reporting across group 
companies by migrating to SAP S/4HANA®.

Now, accounting and financial closing processes are simpler than ever. Machine learning 
helps streamline invoice management, and SAP Fiori® apps are simplifying procurement 
overall. The embedded data warehouse and live access to production system data makes 
reporting faster and more flexible – with reports running in minutes instead of hours. Plus, 
self-service reporting gives business users instant insight, making them less reliant on IT.

SAP S/4HANA will also simplify IT infrastructure and operations maintenance, freeing up 
time for new projects, such as enhanced reporting with robotic process automation. 

Erste Group Embarks on a Groupwide Digital 
Transformation with SAP S/4HANA®

“The database reductions we have seen with SAP S/4HANA are really 
impressive. And having real-time access to live system data will make 
reporting faster across the board.”
Herbert Fuchs, Head of SAP Applications, Erste Group


